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In exercise of the powers conferred on the Council of Ministers by section aaQ) of
the International Criminal Court Act2003r, and of all other enabling powers, the
following Regulations are hereby made:-

1.

Citation and commencement

These Regulations may be cited as the International Criminal Court Aú20A3
(Elements of Crimes) Regulations2004 and shall come into operation on the 1st April

2004.

2.

The Elements of Crimes

The text of the Elements of Crimes adopted by the Assembly of States Parties
to the Intemational Criminal Court on 9th September 2002vnder Article 9 of the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court2, and referred to in section a4Q) of
the International Criminal Court Act2003, is set out in the Schedule.
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Regulation 2

SCHEDULE
ELEMENTS OF CRIMES
Explønatory note: The structure of the elements of the crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and
war crimes follows the structure of the corresponding provisions of articles 6, 7 and 8 of the Rome
Statute Some paragraphs of those articles of the Rome Stcttute list multiple crimes In those instances,
the elements of crimes qppear in separate paragraphs which correspond to each of those crimes to
facilitate the idenffication of the respective elements Contents
General introduction

Article 6: Genocide
Introduction
6(a)

Genocide by killing.

6(b)

Genocide by causing serious bodily or mental harm

6(c)

Genocide by deliberately inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about
physical destuction

6(d)

Genocide by imposing measrues intended to prevent births

6(e)

Genocide by forcibly transferring child¡en

Article 7: Crimes agøinst humanity
Inhoduction
7(1)(a)

Crime against humanity of mwder

7(1Xb)

Crime against humanity of extermination

7(1)(c)

Crime against humanity of enslavement

7(1Xd)

Crime against humanity of deportation or forcible transfer of population

7(1)(e)

Crime against humanity of imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical
liberby

7(1XÐ

Crime against humanity of torhre

7(1Xe)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7(1Xh)
7(1XÐ
7(1Xj)
7(1Xk)

Cnme against humanity of rape
Crrme against humanity of sexual slavery

Crime against humanity of enforced prostitution
Crime against humanity of forced pregnancy
Crime against humanity of enforced sterilization
Crime agaìnst humanity of sexual violence
Crime against humanity of persecution
Crime against humanity of enforced disappearance of persons
Crime against humanity of apartheid
Crime against humanity of other inhumane acts

Article 8: War critnes
Introduction

Arlicle 8(2)(a)(i) War crime of wiltul killing
A¡ticle 8(2)(a)(ii)
1

War crime of torhue

)

War crime of inhuman treatment

3

War crime of biological experiments

8(2)(a)(iii)

War crime of wilfu1ly causing great suffering

8(2)(a)(iv)

War crime of destruction and appropriation of property

8(2)(a)(v)

War crime of compelling sewice in hostile forces

8(2)(a)(vi)

War crime of denying a fair trial

2
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8(2)(a)(vii)
1

War c¡ime of unlawful deportation and hansfer

2

War crime of unlawful confinement

8(2)(a)(viii)

'War

crime of taking hostages

8(2XbXÐ

War crime of aftacking civilians

8(2XbXiÐ

War crime of attacking civilian objects

8(2xbxiiÐ

War crime of attacking personnel or objects involved in a humanitarian assistance or
peacekeeping mission

8(2)(b)(iv)

War crime of excessive incidental death, injury, or damage

8(z)(b)(v)

'War

crime of attacking undefended places

-War

crime of killing or woundirg

8(2)(b)(vi)

I
2
J

4

8(2)(b)(viii)

8(2)(b)(ix)

a

person hors de combat 8(2)(b)(vii)

War crime of improper use of a flag of truce
War crime of improper use of a flag, insignia or uniform of the hostrle parly
War crime of improper use of a flag, insignia or uniform of the United Nations
War crime of improper use of the distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions
The transfer, directly or indirectly, by the Occupying Power of parts of its own
civilian population into the territory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or
parts of the population of the occupied territory within or outside this temtory
'War

crime of attacking protected objects

8(2XbXx)
1

War crime of mutilation

2

War crime of medical or scientifrc experiments

8(2)(b)(xi)

War crime of treacherously killing or wounding

8(2xbxxiÐ
8(2)(b)(nir)

War crime of destroying or seûing the enemy's properly

8(2)(b)(xiv)

'War crime of depriving the nationals of the hostile power of rights or actions

8(2)(b)(xv)

War crime of compelling participation in military operations

8(2)þ)(xvi)
8(2)(b)(xvii)

War crime ofpillaging

8(2)(b)(xvüi)
8(2)(b)(xìx)

War crime of denying quarter

War crime of employing poison or poisoned weapons

War crime of employing prohibited gases, liquids, materials or devices
Vy'ar crime of employing prohibited bullets

8(2XbXxx)

War crime of employing weapons, projectiles or materials or methods of warfare
listed in the Annex to the Statute

8(2XbXxxÐ

War crime of outrages upon personal dignity

8(2)(b)(xxii)
1

War crime of rape

2

War crime of sexual slavery

J

War crime of enforced prosdrution

4

War crime of forced pregnancy

5

War crime of enforced sterilization

6

War crime of sexual violence

8(2)(b)(xxiii)

War crime of using protected persons as shields

8(2)(b)(xxiv)

War crime of attacking objects or persons using the distinctive emblems of the
Geneva Conventions

8(2)(b)(xxv)

'War

8(2)(b)(xxvi)

War crime of using, conscripting or enlisting children

crime of starvation as a method of warfare

8(2XcXi)
1

War crime of murder

2

War crime ofmutilation

J

4
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ELEMENTS OF CRIMES
General introduction

1.

Pursuant to article 9, the following Elements of Crimes shall assist the Court in the
interpretation and applicahon of arlicles 6,7 and 8, consistent with the Statute. The provisions of the
Statute, includrng arncle 2l and the general principles set out in Part 3, are applicable to the Elements
of Crimes.

2.

As stated in arlicle 30, unless otherwise provided, a person shall be criminally responsible and
liable for punishment for a crime within the jurisdiction of the Court only if the material elements are
committed with intent and knowledge. Where no reference is made in the Elements of Crimes to a
mental element for any particular conduct, conse quence or circumstance listed, it is understood that the
relevant mental elemen! ie, intent, knowledge or both, set out in arlicle 30 applies Exceptions to the
article 30 standard, based on the Statute, including applicable law under its relevant provisions, are
indicated below.

3.
4.

Existence of intent and hrowledge can be inferred from relevant facts and circumstances.

With respect to mental elements associated with elements involving value judgement such
those using the terms "irhumane" or "severe", it is not necessary that the perpetrator personally

as

completed a parlicular value judgement, unless otherwise indicated.
Grounds for excluding crimìnal responsibility or the absence thereof are generally not
5.
specified in the elements of crimes listed under each crime.r
The requirement of "unlawfulness" found in the Statute or in other parts of international law,
6.
in particular international humanitarian law, is generally not specified in the elements of crimes.
7

.

The elements of crimes are generally structured in accordance with the following principles:

¡

As the elements of crimes focus on the conduc! consequences and circumstances associated
with each crime, they are generally listed in that order;

.

When required, a particular mental element is listed after the affected conduct, consequence or
circumstance; Contextual cùcumstances are listed last.

As used in the Elements of Crimes, the term "perpetratot" is neutral as to guilt or innocence
The elements, includiag the appropriate mental elements, apply, mutatis mutandis, to all those whose
criminal responsibility may fall under articles 25 and 28 of the Statute

8.

9.
10.

A parlicular conduct may constitute one or more cllmes.
The use of short titles for the crimes has no legal effect

Article 6 Genocide
Introduction
With respect to the last element listed for each crime:

¡
.
¡

The term "in the context

of' would include

the initial acts in an emerging pattern;

The term "manifest" is an objective qualification;

Notwithstanding the normal requirement for a mental element provided for in arhcle 30, and
recognizing that knowledge of the circumstances will usually be addressed in provrng
genocidal intent, the appropriate requirement, if any, for a mental element regarding this
circumstance will need to be decided by the Court on a case-by-case basis.

Article 6(a)
Genocide bY killing
Elements

1.

The perpetrator killed2 one or more persons.

t

This paragraph is without prejudice to the obligation of the Prosecutor under article 54, pangraph
of the Statute.
5

l,
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2.
3.

Such person or persons belonged to a particular national, ethnical, racial or religious group.

The perpetrator intended to destroy, in whole or in part, that national, ethnical, racial or

religious group, as such.

4.
The conduct took place in the context of a manifest pattern of simila¡ conduct directed against
that group or was conduct that could itselfeffect such destruction
Genocide

rr

,,,,,,:'::::,rl"ou,

or mentat harm

Elements

1.
2.
3.

The peryetrator caused serious bodily or mental harm to one or

-ore petsons.'

Such person or persons belonged to a particular national, ethnical, racial or religious group.

The perpetrator intended to destroy, ln whole or in part, that national, ethnical, racial or

religious group, as such.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of a manìfest pattern of similar conduct directed against
that group or was conduct that could itselfeffect such destruction.

Article 6(c)
Genocide by deliberately inflicting conditions

oflife calculated to bring about physical destruction

Elements

1.
2.
3.

The perpetrator

i¡flicted certain conditions of life upon one or more persons.

Such person or peisons belonged to a particular national, ethnical, racial or religious group

The perpetrator intended to destro¡ in whole or in part, that national, ethrrical, racial or

religious group, as such.

4.
The conditions of life were calculated to bring about the physical destruction of that group, in
whole or in part.a
5.

The conduct took place in the context of a manifest pattern of similar conduct directed against
group
that
or rilas conduct that could itselfeffect such destruction

Article 6(d)
Genocide by imposing measures intended to prevent births
Elements

l.
2.
3.

The perpetrator imposed certain measures upon one or more persons.

4.
5.

The measures imposed were i¡tencieci to prevent births within that group.

Such person or persons belonged to a parlicular national, ethnical, racial or religious group.

The perpehator intended to destroy, in whole or in part, that national, ethnical, racial or
religious group, as such.

The conduct took place in the context of a manifest pat.iem of similar conduct di¡ected against
that group or was conduct that could itself effect such destruction.

Article 6(e)
Genocide by forcibly transferríng children
Elements

t The term
"killed" is interchangeable with the term "caused death".
3

This conduct may include, but is not necessarily restricted to, acts oftorhrre, rape, sexual violence or
inluman or degrading treatment.
o
The tetm "conditions of life" may include, but is not necessarily restricted to, deliberate deprivation of
resources indispensable for survival, such as food or medical services, or systematic expulsion from
homes.
6
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1.
2.
3.

The perpetrator forcibly transferred one ol more pertons.t
Such person or persons belonged to a particular national, etlnical, racial or religious group
The perpetrator intended to destroy, in whole or in part, that national, ethnical, racial or

religious group, as such.

4.
5.
6.

The transfer was from that group to another group.
The person orpersons were under the age of 18 years.
The perpetrator knew, or should have known, that the person or persons were under the age

of

18 years.

.

The conduct took place in the context of a manifest pattern of similar conduct directed against
that group or was conduct that could itselfeffect such destruction.
7

Article 7
Crimes øgøinst humanitY

Írt¡oduction

1.
Since arlicle 7 pertains to international criminal law, its provisions, consistent with artìcle 22'
must be strictly construéd, taking into account that crimes against humanity as defrned in arlicle 7 are
among the most serious crimes of concern to the international community as a whole, warrant and
entail individual criminal responsibility, and require conduct which is impermissible under generally
applicable international law, as recognized by the principal legal systems of the world.
2.

The last two elements for each crime against humanity describe the context in which the
conduct must take place These elements drrnfy the requisite participation in and knowledge of a
widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population However, the last element should not be
interpreted as requiring proof that the perpetrator had knowledge of all characteristics of the attack or
the precise details of the plan or policy of the State or organization In the case of an emerging
widèspread or systematic attack against a civilian population, the intent clause of the last element
indicates that this mental element is satisfied if the perpehator intended to fürther such an attack.

3.

"Attack directed against a civilian population" in these context elements is understood to
mean a course of conduct involving the multþle commission of acts referred to in arbicle 7 , patagraph
1, of the Statute against any civilian population, pursuant to or in fi.rrttrerance of a State or
organizalonal policy to cornmit such attack The acts need not constitute a military attack It is
u¡l-derstood that "policy to commit such attack" requires that the State or organization actively promote
or encourage ,o"h uo attack against a civilian population.6

Article 7(l)(a)
Crime against humanitY of murder
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator killedT ono or more persons.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population
The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part ofa
3.
widespread or systematic attack against a civilian population.

The term "forcibly" is not restricted to physical force, but may include threat offorce or coercion,
such as that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse ofpower,
against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment.
6
A policy which has a civilian population as the object of the attack would be implemented by State or
otgáoirutiotral action. Such a policy may, in exceptional circumstances, be implemented by a deliberate
failure to take action, which is consciously aimed at encowaging such attack. The existence of such a
policy cannot be infened solely from the absence of governmental or organizational action
7
Th" t"r- "killed" is interchangeable with the term "caused death". This footrote applies to all
5

elements which use either of these concepts.
7
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Article 7(1)(b)
Crime against humanity of extermination
Elements

1

The perpetrator killeds one or more persons, including by inflicting conditions of
calculated to bring about the destruction ofpãrt ofapopulation'e

2.

The conduct consttuted, or took place as part of,lo
population.

3.

The conduct was committed

as

a mass

killing of members of

life
a

civilian

part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population.

4.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

Article 7(1)(c)
Crime against humanity of enslavement
Elements

1.

The perpetrator exercised any or all ofthe powers attaching to the right ofownership over one
or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, leqding or bartering such a person or persons, or by

imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberfy.ll

2.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population.

3.
The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.
Article 7(1)(d)
Crime against humanity of deportation or forcible transfer of population
Elements
The perpetrator deported or forciblyr2 transferred,t3 without grounds permitted under
1.
intemational law, one or more persons to another State or location, by expulsion or other coercive acts'

2.

Such person or persons were lawfully present in the area from which they were so deported or

transferred.
The perpetratorwas aware of the factual circumstances that established the lawfulness of such
3.
presence.

4.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population.

5.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population

ofa

I The conduct could be committed by different methods of killing, either duectly or indirectly.
of such conditions could include the deprivation of access to food and medicine.
The term "as part of' would include the initial conduct in a mass killing.
1l
It is understood that such deprivation of liberfy may, in some circumstances, include exacting forced
labogr or otherwise reducing a person to a servile status as defured in the Supplementary Convention
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and úrstitutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956.
It is also understood that the conduct described in this element includes traffrcking inpersons, in
particular women and children.
tt The term
"forcibly" is not restricted to physical force, but may include threat offorce ot coetcion,
such as that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse ofpower
against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage ofa coercive environment'
13
"Deported or forcibly transferred" is interchangeable with "forcibly displaced".

'toThe infliction

8
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Article 7(1)(e)
Crime against h1manity of imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberQ
Elements

L

The perpetrator imprisoned one or more persons or otherwise severely deprived one or more

persons of physical liberty

2.

The gravify of the conduct was such that it was in violation of fundamental rules

of

international law.
The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the

3.
conduct.

4.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
population.
civilian
The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed agailst a civilian population

5.

Article

7(1)(J)

Crime against humanity of torturera

Elements

1.

The perpetrator i¡flicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more

persons.

2.
3.

Such person or persons were in the custody or under the control ofthe perpetrator.

4.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

Such pain or suffering drd not arise only frorr¡ and was not inherent in or incidental to, lar¡v-ful
sanctions.

civilian population.

5.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population

ofa

Article 7(I)(g)-I
Crime against humanitY of raPe
Elements

l.
The perpetrator invadedls the body of a person by conduct resulting in penefration, however
slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or
genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body
The invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by
fear ofviolence, druess, detention, psychological oppression or abuse ofpower, against suchperson or
another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive ewironment, or the invasion was committed
16
agaiast å p"rtoo incápable óf giuittg genuine consent.

2.

3.

The conduct was committed as parl of

a

widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population.

4.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population

ofa

la
It is understood that no specific purpose need be proved for this crimett The concept of "invasion" is intended to be broad enough to be gender-neutral.
t6
It is underitood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine consent if affected by natural,
induced or age-related incapacity. This footnote also applies to the corresponding elements of article
7(1)(g)-3, 5 and 6.

9
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Article 7(l)(g)-2
Crime against humanity of sexual slaveryt1

Elements
The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over one
L
or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a person or persons, or by

imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberly.ls

2.

The perpetrator caused such person or persons to engage in one or more acts

ofa sexual

nature.

3.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against

a

civilian population.

4.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

Article 7(1)(g)-3
Crime against humanity of enforced prostitution
Elements
The perpetrator caused one or mote persons to engage i¡ one or more acts of a sexual nature
1.
by force, or by tbreat of force or coercion, such as that caused by fear of violence, dutess, detention,
psychological oppression or abuse ofpower, against such person or persons or another person, or by

taking advantage ofa coercive environment or such person's or persons' incapacity to give genuine
consent.

2.

The perpetrator or anotherperson obtained or expected to obtainpecuniary or other advantage
a sexual nature.

in exchange for or in cormection with the acts of

3.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against

a

civilian population.

4.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

ofa

Article 7(I)(Ð-a
Crime against humanity offorced pregnancy
Elements

1.

The perpetrator confined one or more women forcibly made pregnant, with the intent
affectrng the ethnic composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of

of

international law.

2.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population.
The perpetrator lorew that the conduct was part of or htended the conduct to be part of
3.
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

a

tt Given the complex nature of this crime, it is recogn2ed that its commission could involve more than
one perpetrator as a part of a common criminal purpose.

It is rurderstood that such deprivation of liberly may, in some circumstances, include exacting forced
labour or otherwise reducing a person to a servile status as defined in the Supplementary Convention
on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956.
It is also gnderstood that the conduct descnbed in this element includes trafficking in persons, in
parlicular women and children.
18

10
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Article 7(1)(g)-5
Crime against humanity of enforced sterilization
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator deprived one or more persons ofbiological reproductive capacity.le

The conduct was neither justified by the medical or hospital treatment of the person or p€rsons
concerned nor carried out with their genuine consent.20

3.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian population.

4.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

ofa

Article 7(1)(9)-6
Crime against humanity of sexual violence.
Elements
The perpetrator committed an act of a sexual nature against one or more persons or caused
1.
such person or persons to engage in an act of a sexual nature by force, ot by threat of force or coercion,
such as that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse ofpower,
against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage ofa coercive environment or
such person's ot persons'incapacity to give genuine consent

2.

Such conduct was of a gravtty comparable to the other offences in arlicle 7 , paragraph 1(g),

of

the Statute.
3

.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the

gravþ of the

conduct.

4.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack di¡ected against a
civilian population.

5.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

ofa

Article 7(r)&)
Crime against humanity of persecution
Elements
I.
The perpetrator severely deprived, conffary to internation allaw,2r one or more persons of
fundamental rights.

2.

The perpetrator targeted such person or persons by reason of the identity of a group or
collectivity or targeted the group or collectivity as such.

3.

Such targeting was based on political, racial, national, ethnic, cultural, religious, gender as
defined in article 7, parugraph3, of the Statute, or other grounds that are universally recognized as
impermissible under international law.

The conduct was committed in connection with any aclreferred to in arlicle 7,parcgraphl,
4.
the Statute or any crime within the jwisdiction of the Court.2z

of

5.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
population.
civilian

le

The deprivation is not htended to include brrth-control measures which have a non-peÍnanent effect
in practice.
20
It is understood that "genuine consent" does not include consent obtained through deception.
" T1ris requirement is without prejudice to paragraph 6 of the General Introduction to the Elements of
Crimes.
22
It is understood that no additional mental element is necessary for this element other than that
inherent in element 6.
11
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6.
The perpetrator larew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.
Article 7(t)(i)
Crime against humanity of enforcecl clìsappearance of persons

"

to

Elements

1.

2.

3

The perpetrator:

(a)
(b)

Arrested, detained25

(a)

Such arrest, detention or abduction was followed or accompanied by a refusal to
aclirrowledge that deprivation of fieedom or to give information on the fate or
whereabouts ofsuchperson ol persons; or

(b)

Such refusal was preceded or accompanied by that deprivation of fteedom.

26

or abducted one or more persons; or

Refused to acknowledge the arrest, detention or abduction, or to give information on
the fate or whereabouts ofsuch person or persons

The perpetrator was aware that:27

(u)

Such arrest, detention or abduction would be followed in the ordinary course of
events by a refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of^freedom or to give i¡formation
on the fate or whereabouts ofsuch person or p..sottt;" 28 or

(b)

Such refusal was preceded or accompanied by that deprivation of freedom

4.

Such arrest, detention or abduction was carried out by, or with the authorization, support or
acquiescence of a State or a political organization.

5.

Such refusal to acknowledge that deprivation of freedom or to give information on the fate or

whereabouts of such person or persons was carried out
State or political organization.

6.

b¡

or with the authorization or support

ol such

The perpetrator intended to remove such person or persons from the protection of the law for a

prolonged period of time.
1

.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a

civilian population.
The perpetrator lorew that the conduct was part of or intended the conduct to be part of a
8.
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population

Article 7(1)Q)
Crime against humanity of apartheid
Elements

l.
2.

The perpetrator committed an inhumane act against one or more persons.

Such act was an act referred to in article T,paragraph 1, ofthe Statute, or was an act of a
character similar to any of those acts.2e

t'

Given the complex nature of this crime, it is recognized that its commission will normally involve
more than one perpetratot as a part of a common criminal purpose'
jurisdiction of the Court only if the attack referred to in elements 7 and 8
'n Thi, crime fálls under the
force
ofthe Statute.
into
occurs after the entry
25
The word "detained" would include a perpetrator who maintained an existing detention.
26
It is understood that under certain circumstances an arest or detention may have been lawful.
This element, inserted because of the complexity of this crime, is without prejudice to the General

"

Introduction to the Elements of Crimes.
28
It is understood that, in the case of a perpetrator who maintained an existing detention, this element
would be satisfied if the perpetrator was aware that such a refusal had already taken place.
2e
It is understood that "character" refers to the nature and gravity ofthe act.

l2
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3.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the character of the

act.

.

The conduct was committed in the context of an instituti onalued regime of systematic
oppression and domination by one racial group ovel any other racial gloup or groups.

4

5.
6.

The perpetrator intended to maintain such regime by that conduct'
The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack di¡ected against a

civilian population.

1.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population.

ofa

Article 7(1)(k)
Crime øgainst humanity of other inhumane acts
Elements
The perpetrator inflicted great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical
1.
health, by means of an inhumane act.

2.

Such act was of a çharacter similar to any other act referred to in a¡ticle

7

, parugraph 1, of the

statute.30

3.

The perpetrator lvas aware of the factual circumstances that established the character of the

act.

4.

The conduct was committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against a
civilian population.
The perpetrator knew that the conduct was part ofor intended the conduct to be part
5.
widespread or systematic attack directed against a civilian population'

Article

I

ofa

ll/at crimes

Introduction
The elements for war crimes under article 8, paragraph 2(c) and(e), are subject to the limitations
addressed in article 8, paragraph 2(d) and(f , which are not elements of crimes. The elements for war
crimes nnder article 8, paragraph 2, of lhe Statute shall be interpreted wrthin the established framework
of the international lawof armed conflict including, as appropriate, the international law of armed
conflict applicable to armed conflict at sea.
'With

respect to the last two elements listed for each cnme:

.

There is no requirement for a legal evaluation by the perpetrator as to the existence of an
armed conflict or its character as international or non-international;

¡

In that context there is no requirement for awareness by the perpetrator of the facts that
established the character ofthe conflict as international or non-international;

o

There is only a requiremenî for ihre avr'areness of the faciual ci¡cumstances that established the
existence of an armed conflict that is implicit in the terms "took place in the context of and
was associated w'ith".

Article 8(2)(a)
Article 8(2)(a)(¡)
War crime of wilful killing
Elements

1.

30

"

The perpetrator killed one or more petsons'"

It is understood that "character" refers to the nature and gfavity of the act.
The term "kjlled" is interchangeable with the term "caused death". This footnote applies to all

elements which use either of these concepts.
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2.
3.
starus.

Such person or persons were protected under one or more of the Geneva Conventions

of 1949.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that establíshed that protected
3233

4.

The conduct took place

ì¿

il

the context of and was associated with an international armed

conthct.-

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict
Article 8(2)(a)(ü)-1
War crime of torture
.35
ts,lemeils

1.

The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more

persons.

2.

The perpehator i¡flicted the pain or suffering for such purposes as: obtaining information or a
confession, pnnishment, htimrdahon or coercion or for any reason based on discrimi¡ation of any kind.

3.
4.
5.

Such person or persons were protected under one or more of the Geneva Conventions

of 7949.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established that protected status.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

6.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
Article 8(2)(a)(il-2
War crime of inhuman treatment
Elements

1.

The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more

persons.
2.

Such person or persons were protected under one or more

ofthe Geneva Conventions of 1949

The perpetrator was aware of the factual ci¡cumstances that established that protected status.
4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
5.

The perpehator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(ø)(ü)-3
War crime of biologicøl experiments
Elements

" Thir mental element recogn2es the interplay between articles 30 and 32. This fooûrote also applies
to the corresponding element in each crime under article 8(2)(a), and to the element in other crimes in
article 8(2) concerning the awareness of factual circumstances that establish the status of persons or
properly protected mder the relevant international law of armed conflict'
3'
With respect to nationality, it is understood that the perpetrator needs only to know that the victim
belonged to an adverse parly to the conflict. This footnote also applies to the corresponding element in
each crime under arlicle 8(2)(a).
also applies to
'o The term "international armed conflict" includes military occupation. This footnote
8(2)(a).
arlicle
under
in
each
crime
element
the corresponding
35
As element 3 requires that all victims must be "protected persons" under one or more of the Geneva
Conventions of 1949, these elements do not include the custody or control requirement found in the
elements of article 7(1)(e).
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1.
2.

The perpehator subjected one or more persons to a parlicular biological experiment.

The experiment seriously endangered the physical or mental health or urtegrity of such person

or persons.

The intent of the experiment was non-therapeutic and it was neither justified by medical
reasons nor carried out in such personrs or persons' interest'

3.

4.
5.
6.

Such person or persons were protected under one or more of the Geneva Conventions

of I 949

The perpetrator was aware of the factual cifcumstances that established that protected status.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an intemational armed

conflict.
The perpefiator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

1.
conflict.

Article 8(2)(a)(ü)
War crime of

wilfuþ

causing great suffering

Elements
The perpetrator caused great physical or mental pain or suffering to, or serious injury to body
health
of, one or more persons.
or

1.

Suchperson orpersons lvere protectedunder one or more ofthe Geneva Conventions of 1949

2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator tvas aware ofthe factual circumstances that established that protected status.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an ìntemational armed

conflict.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

5.
conflict.

Article 8(2)(a)(iv)
War crime of destruction and appropriation of property
Elements

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The perpetrator destroyed or appropriated certain properfy.

The destruction or appropriation was not justified by military necessify.
The destruction or appropriation was extensive and carried out wantonly.
Such property was protected under one or more of the Geneva Conventions of 1949.
The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established that protected status.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an intemational armed

conflict.
7

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(a)(v)
War crime of compelling service in hostile forces
Elements
The perpetrator coerced one or more persons, by act or threat, to take part in mrlitary
operations ugã-l that person's own country or forces or otherwise sewe in the forces of a hostile

1.

power

2.
3.
4.

Such person or persons were protected under one or more of the Geneva Conventions of 7949

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established that protected status.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an intemational armed

conflict.
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5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(a)(vi)
Ll/ar crime of denying a fair

trial

Elements
The perpetrator deprived one or more persons of a fair and regular tlial by denying judicial
guarantees as defined, in particular, in the third and the fourth Geneva Conventions of 1949.

1.

2.
3.
4.

Such person or petsons were protected under one or more

ofthe Geneva Conventions of 1949

The perpetrator v/as aware of the factual circumstances that established that protected status.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article I (2) (a) (vii)

-

I

War crime of unlawful deportation and transfer
Elements
The perpetrator deported or transferred one or more persons to another State or to another

1.

location.
Such person or persons were protected under one or more

2.

ofthe Geneva Conventions of 1949

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established that protected status'
4.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed
conJlict.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

5.

conflict.
Article I(2)(a)(vü)-2
V[/ar

crime of unlawful confinement

Elements

1.
2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator confined or continued to confine one or mote persons to a certain location.
Such person or persons were protected under one or more

ofthe Geneva Conventions of 1949

The perpetrator was aware of the factual círcumstances that established that protected status.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
Article 8(2)(a)(vüi)
War crime of taking hostages
Elements

1.
2.
3.

The perpetrator seized, detained or otherwise held hostage one or more persons.
The perpetrator threatened to kill, injure or continue to detain such person or persons.

The perpetrator intended to compel a State, an international organtzatton, a natural or legal
person ot u gtonp of persons to act or refrain from acting as an explicit or implicit condition for the
safety or the release of such person or persons.

4.
5.

Such person or persons were protected under one or more of the Geneva Conventions of 1949
The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established that protected status.

I6
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The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

6.
conflict.
7

The perpetratorwas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

.

conÏlict.

Article 8(2)(b)
Article 8(2)(b)(Ð
War críme of attacking ciYilians
Elements

l.
2.

The perpetrator directed an attack'

The object of the attack was a civilian population as such or individual civilians not taking
direct part in hostilities.
The perpetrator intended the civilian population as such or individual civilians not taking
direct part in hostilities to be the obj ect of the attack.

3.
4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(b)(iù
War crime of attacking civilian objects
Elements

1.
2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator directed an attack.

The object of the attack was civilian objects, that is, objects which are not military objectives.
The perpetrator intended such civilian objects to be the object ofthe attack.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(b)(üù
þTar crim.e of attacking personnel or objects involved in a humanitarian assistance

or

peacekeePing mission
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator directed an attack.

The object of the attack was person¡iel, installations, material, units cr vehicles involved in a
humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations.
The perpetrator intended such personnel, installations, material, units or vehicles so involved
the
object of the atlack.
to be

3.

given
Such persormel, installations, material, units or vehicles were entitled to that protection
conflict'
law
ofarrned
international
to civilians o. ôiuiliutt objects under the

4.

5.
6.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established that protection.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

i

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
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Article 8(2)(b)(Ð
Ll/ar crime of excessive Ìncidental death' injury' or damage

Elements
1.
The perpetrato¡ larulched an attack.
2.
The attack was such that it would cause incidental

death or injury to civilians or damage to
civilian objects or widespread, long-term and severe damage to the natural envìronment and that such
death, injury or damage would be ofsuch an extent as to be clearly excessive in relation to the concrete
and direct overall military advantage anticipated.36

3.

The perpetrator knew that the attack would cause rncidental death or injury to civilians or
damage to civilian objects or widespread, long-term and severe damage to the natural envi¡onment and
that such death, injury or damage would be of such an extent as to be clearly excessive in relation to the
conÇrete and direct overall military advantage anticipated.3T

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator \vas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article a(Ðþ)(v)
War crime of attacking undefended places3s
Elements

L
2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator attacked one or mote towns, villages, dwellings or buildings.
Such towns, villages, dwellings or buildings were open for unresisted occupation
Such towns, villages, dwellings or buildings did not constitute military objectives.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetratorwas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conJlict.

Article 8(z)(b)(vù
l[/ar crime of killing or wounding

a

person hors de combat

Elements

1.
2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator killed or injured one or more persons.
Such person or persons were hors de combat.
The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

to a mrlitary advantage that is
'u The expt"ssion "concrete and direct overall mrlitary advantage" refers
may not be temporally or
may
or
foreseeable by the perpetrator at the relevant time. Such advantage
the possibility of
admits
this
crime
fact
that
geographically related to the object of the attack. The
justify
violation
of the law
any
way
not
in
any
does
lawful incidcntal injury and collateral damage
justifications
rules
related
to jus ad
or
other
for
war
address
It
does
not
applicable in armed conflict.
of
any
military
the
legality
determining
in
inherent
proportionalþ
requuement
reflects
the
bellum.It
activity undertaken in the context of an armed conflict.
" As opposed to the general ru1e set forth in paragraph 4 of the General Introduction, this knowledgeof
element requires that the perpehator make the value judgement as described therein. An evaluation
that value judgement must be based on the requisite information available to the perpetrator at the time.
tt The presence in the locality ofpersons specially protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 or
of police forces retained for the sole purpose of maintaining law and order does not by itself render the

localify a military objective.
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The perpetratot was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

5.
conflict.

Article 8(2)@Qtl-1
Il'qr crime of improper use of a flag of truce
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator used a flag oftruce.
The perpetrator made such use

i¡

order to feign an intention to negotiate when there v/as no

such intention on the part ofthe perpetrator.

3.
4.
5.
6.

The perpetrator knew or should have known of the prolubrted nature of such use.3e

The conduct resulted in death or serious personal injury.
The perpetrator knew that the conduct could result in death or serious personal

ioj*y.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
The perpetrator ,¡/as aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

1.

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(vti)-2
war crime of improper use of a flag, insignia or unìþrm of the hostile party
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetoator used a flag, insignia or uniform of ihe hostile party'

3.
4.
5.
6.

The perpetrator knew or should have known of the prohibited nature of such use.ao

The perpetrator made such use in a manner prohibited under the international law of armed
conflict while engaged in an attack.

The conduct resulted in death or serious personal inJuty.
The perpetrator knew that the conduct could result in death or serious personal tnjury.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated \ rith an ìnternational armed

conflict.
7

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(vü)-3
ïl'ar crime of improper use of aflag, insignia or unform of the United Nations
Elements

l.
2.

The perpetrator used a flag, insignia or uniform of the United Nations.

The perpetrator made such use in a manner prohibited under the international law of armed

conflict.

3.
4.
5.

The perpetrator knew ofthe prohibited nature ofsuchuse.al

The conduct resulted in death or serious personal i"jury
The perpetrator knew that the conduct could result in death or serious personal iojwy.

between arhcle 30 and arlicle 32. Tlne term "prohibited
'n This mental element recognizes the interplay
nature" denotes illegality.
oo
This mental elemãnt recognizes the interplay between article 30 and arficle 32.The term "prohibited
natu¡e" denotes illegality.
at
This mental elemãnt recognizes the interplay between afücle 30 and arhicle 32. The "should have
known,' test required in the other offences found in article 8(2)(bXvii) is not applicable here because of
the variable and regulatory nature ofthe relevant prohibitions.
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The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
1

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(vfl-a
War crime of improper use of the dislinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator used the distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions.

.
4.
5.
6.

The perpetrator knew or should have known of the prohibited nature of such use.a3

The perpetrator made such use for combatant purposes42 in a manner prohibited under the
hternational law of armed conflict.
3

The conduct resulted

i¡

death or serious personal injury.

The perpetrator knew that the conduct could result in death or serious personal injury.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

.

1

The perpetrator was aware of factual ci¡cumstances that established the eristence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(b)(v¡¡ù
The transfer, directly or indirectly, by the Occupying Power of Þarts of its own civilian population into
the terriiory it occupies, or the deportation or transfer of all or parts of the population of the occupied

territory within or outside this territory
Elements

1.

2.

The perpetrator:

it

(a)

Transferred,a4 directly or indirectly, parts of its own population into the territory
occupres; or

(b)

Deported or transferred all or parts of the population of the occupied territory within
or outside this territory.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conllict.
3

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
Article 8(2)(b)(ir)
V[lar crime of attacking protected objectsas

Elements

1.

42

The perpetrator directed an altack.

"Combatant purposes" in these circumstances means purposes directly related to hostilities and not

including medical, religious or similar activities,
Tlris mental element recognizes the interplay between article 30 and article 32.The term "prohibited
nature" denotes illegality.
* The te.m "transfer" needs to be interpreted in accordance with the relevant provisions ofinternational
humanitarian law.
nt
The preseoce in the locality ofpersons specially protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 or
of pohõe forces retained for the sole purpose of maintaining law and order does not by itself render the
locality a military objective.
o'
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The object of the attack was one or more buildings dedicated to religion, education, art,
science or chariiable purposes, historic monuments, hospitals or places whe¡e the sick and wounded are
collected, which were not mrlitary objectives.

2.

The perpetrator intended such building or buildings dedicated to religion, education, art,
science or chuìitâble pu¡poses, historic monuments, hospitals or places where the sick and wounded are
collected, which were not military objectives, to be the object of the attack.

3.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
The perpehator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

5.
conflict.

Article 8(2)(b)(x)-l
[Mar crime of mutilation

Elements
The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to mutilation, in particular by permanently
disfrguring the pèrson o, p"riott, or by permanently disabling or removing an organ or appendage'

1.

2.

The conduct caused death or seriously endangered the physical o¡ mental health ofsuch

person or persons.

The conduct was neither justif,red by the medical, dental or ho.spital treatment of the person or
3.
persons concerned nor carried out in such person's or persons' interest'46

4.
5.

Such person or persons were

in

the power of an adverse parfy'

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

6.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(x)-2
War crime of medical or scientific expetiments
Elements

1.
2-

The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to a medical or scientific experiment'

The experiment caused death or seriously endangered the physical or mental health or

integnty of such person or persons.
The conduct was neither justifred by the medical, dental or hospital treatment of such person
persons
concerned nor carried out in such person'S or persons' interest.
or

3.
4.
5.

Such person or persons were in the power of an adverse parly'

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

6.

The perpeirator was aware of factual cilcumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Consent is not a defence to this crime. The crime prolubits any medical procedure which is not
indicated by the state of health of the person concerned and which is not consistent with generally
a6

acceptedmedicalstandardswhichwouldbeappliedundersimilarmedicalcircumstancestopersons
who are nationals of the parly conducting the procedure and who are in no way deprived of liberfy.
This footnote also applies to the same element for article 8(2)(b)(x)-2'
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Article 8(z)þ)(xi)
War crime of treacherously killing or wounding
Elements

1.

The perpetrator invited the confidence or belief of one or more persons that they were entitled
to, or were obliged to accord, protection under rules ofinternational law applicable in armed conflict.

2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator intended to betray that confidence or belief.
The perpetrator killed or injwed such person or persons.
The perpetrator made use of that confidence or belief

i¡ killing

or injuring such person or

pelsons.

5.
6.

Such person or persons belonged to an adverse parfy.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

1.

The perpetratorwas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Artícle 8(2)(b)(x¡Ð
lV'ar crime of denying quarter

Elements

1.
2-

The perpetrator declared or orderedthatthere shallbe no survivors.

Such declaration or order was given in order to threaten an adversary or to conduct hostilities
on the basis that there shall be no survivors.

3.

The perpehator was in a position of effective command or control over the subordinate forces
to which the declaration or order was directed.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conllict.

article 8(2)þ)(xüi)
War crime of destroying or seizing the enemy's property
Elements

1.
2.
3.

The perpetrator destroyed or seized certainproperfy.

4.

The perpetratolwas aware of the factual circumstances that established the status of the

Such property was property of a hostrle party.

Such properly was protected from that destruction or seizure under the international law
armed conflict.

of

properly.

.
6.
5

The destruction or seizure was not justified by military necessity.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
7

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
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Article 8(2)þ)(xiv)
LYar

crime of depriving the nationals of the hostile power of rights or actions

Elements
The perpetrator effected the abolition, suspension or termination of admlssibility in a court
1.
law ofcertain rights or actions.

2.
3.

of

The abolition, suspension or termilation was directed at the nationals of a hostrle parfy.
The perpetrator intended the abolition, suspension or termination to be di¡ected at the

nationals of

4.

a

hostile party.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
The perpetrator was aware of factual ci¡cumstances that established the existence of an armed

5.
conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(xv)
W'ar crime of compelling

participation in military operations

Elements

I

The perpetrator coerced one or more persons by act or th¡eat to take part in military operations
against that person's own country or forces.

2.
3.

Such person or persons were nationals

ofa hostile parfy'

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated wrth an international armed

conflict.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(b)(xvi)
Yfar uime of pillaging
Elements

l.
2

The perpetrator appropriated certain Foperfy.

.
4.

The appropriation was without the consent of the owner.

The perpetrator intended to deprive the owner of the properfy and to appropriate it for private
or personal use.a7
3

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an intemational armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
Article 8(2)þ)(xvü)
lf/ar crime of employing poison or poisoned weapons
Elements
I

.

The perpetrator employed a substance or a weapon that releases a substance as a result of its

employment.

2.

The substance was such that it causes death or serious damage to health in the ordinary course
ofevents, through its toxic properties.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

As indicated by the use of the term "private or personal use", appropriations justif,red by military
necessity caûiot constitute the crime of pillaging.
a7
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4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the eústence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(xviü)
War crime of employing prohibited gases, liquids, materials or devices
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator employed a gas or other analogous substance or device.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

The gas, substance or device was such that it causes death or s^erious damage to health in the
ordinary course ofevents, through its asphyxiatrng or toxic properties.as

conflict.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(xix)
War crime of employing prohibited bullets
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator employed certain bullets.

The bullets were such that theìr use violates the international law of armed conflict because
they expand or flatten easily in the human body.
3.
The perpetrator was aware that the nature of the bullets was such that their employment would
uselessly aggravate suffering or the wounding effect.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an intemational armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(xx)
LTar

crinte of employing weapons, projectiles or materials or methods of warfare listed in the
Annex to the Statute

Elements
have
[Elements will have to be d¡afted once weapons, projectiles or material or methods of warfare
been included ur an annex to the Statute]

Article 8(2)þ)(xxt)

lïar crime ofoutrages

upon personal dignity

Elements
The perpetrator humiliated, degraded or otherwise violated the digmty of one ot more
I.
persoos.ot
2 The seventy of the humiliation, degradation or other violation was of such degree as to be generally
recognized as an outrage upon personal dignity.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an intemational armed

conJlict.

ot

Nothrng in this element shall be interpreted as limiting or prejudicrng in any way existing or
developing rules of international law with respect to the development, production, stockpiling and use
of chemical weapons.
ae
For this crime, "persons" can include dead persons. It is understood that the victim need not
personally be aware of the existence of the humiliation or degradation or other violation. This element
takes into account relevant aspects of the cultural background of the victim.
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The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

4.
conflict.

Article I(2)þ)(xxü)-I
lTar crime of raPe
Elements
The perpetrato¡ invadedso the body ofa person by conduct resulting in penetration, howevet
l.
s¡ight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or
genital opemng of the victim with any object or any other part of the body'
The invasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by
fear ofviolence, duress, detention, psychological oppression ot abuse ofpower, against suchperson or
another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environmen! or the invasion was committed
against á p.rroo incápable ófgiuittg genuine consent.5l

2.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

4.
conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(wü)-2
War crime of sexual slaverYs2
Elements

1.
The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over one
or more persoìs,-such as by purchasing, selling, le-nding or bartering such a person or persons, or by
imposing on them a similar àeprivation of liberty.53
2.

The perpetrator caused suchperson or persons to engage in one or mote açts

ofa sexual

nature.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article I(2)þ)(xxü)-3
War crime of enforced prostitution
Elements

1.

The perpetrator caused one or more persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature
as that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention,
psychologicai oppression or abuse ofpower, against such person or persons or another person, or by
iaking advantagã-of a coercive environment or such person's or petsons' incapacity to give genuine

by force, or by threat offorce or coercion, such

consent.

2.

The perpetrator or anothe¡ person obtained or expected to obtainpecuniary or other advantage

in exchange for or in connection with the acts of a sexual natule.
to

The concept of "invasion" is intended to be broad enough to be gender-neutral.
It is understood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine consent if affected by natural,
induced or age-related incapacity, This fooûrote also applies to the coresponding elements of article
51

8(2xbxxxü)-3,5 and6.
t'Giván the complex nature of this crime, it

is recognized that its comnission could involve more than

one perpetrator as a part of a common criminal purpose.

tt Itìr ,-d"tstood thãt such deprivation of liberly may, in some circumstances, include exacting forced

labour or otherwise reducing a person to servile status as defi¡ed in the Supplementary Convention on
the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and kxtitutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956. It
is also understood that the conduct described in this element includes traffrcking in persons, in
particular r#omen and children.
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3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(xxfl-a
War crime offorced pregnancY
Elements

I

The perpetrator confined one or more women forcibly made pregnant, with the intent
affecting the èthnic composition of any population or carrytng out other grave violations of

of

international law.

2.

The conduct took place

il

the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
3

.

The perpetratorwas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conllict,
Article I (2) þ) (xxii) - 5
ll/ar crim

e

of enforc ed steriliz ation

Elements

l.
2.

The perpetrator deprived one ot more persons of biological reproductive capacity.sa

The conduct was neither justified by the medjcal or hospital treatment of the person or persorls
concerned nor carried out w'ith their genuine consent.55
3

.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated w.ith an international armed

conflict.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conllict.
Article 8(2)þ)(wü)-6
lI/ar crime of sexual violence
Elements

l.

The perpetrator committed an act of a sexual nature against one or more persons or caused
such person ot persons to engage in an act of a sexual nature by fotce, or by threat of force or coercion,
such ãs that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse ofpower,
against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or
such person's or persons' incapacity to give genuine consent.

2.
3.

The conduct was of a gravity comparable to that of a grave breach of the Geneva Conventions.
The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the

conduct.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an internationai armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

The deprivation is not intended to include birth-control measures which have a non-perrnanent effect
in practice.
55
It is understood that "genuine consent" does not include consent obtarned through deception.
5a
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Article 8(2)þ)(xxii)
I4/ar crime of using protected persons as shields

Elements
The perpetrator moved or otherwise took advantage of the location of one or more civilians or
other persons protected under the international law of armed conflict.
I

.

2.

The perpetrator intended to shield a military objective from attack or shield' favour or impede
military operations.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

3.
conflict.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

4.
conflict.

Article 8(2)þ)(xxiv)

flar crime of attacking

objects or persons using the distinctive emblems of the Geneva Conventions

Elements
The perpetrator attacked one or more persons, buildings, medical units or transports or other
objects using, inionformity with international law, a distinctive emblem or other method of
identification indicating protection under the Geneva Conventions.

1

2.

The perpetrator intended such persons, buildings, units or transports or other objects so using
such identification to be the object ofthe attack.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

4.
conflict.

Article 8(Z)þ)(xxv)
l[lar crime of stawation as a method of warfare
Elements

1.
2.
3.

The perpetrator deprived civilians of objects indispensable to their survival.
The perpetrator intended to starve civilians as a method of warfare.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article S(2)(b)(x-rvi) Wør uime of using, consuipting or enlìsting children
Elements
The perpetrator conscripted or enlisted one or more persons into the national armed forces or
used one or more persons to parlicipate actively in hostilities.

1.

2.
3.

Such person or persons were under the age of 15 years.
The perpetrator knew or should have known that such person or persons were under the age

of

15 years.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an international armed

conflict.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
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Article 8(2)(c)
Article 8(2)(c)(i)-1
War crime of murder
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator killed one or more persons.

3.
4.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.

5.

The perpetrator was arvare of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

Such person or persons were either hors de comba! orwere civilians, medical personnel, or
religious personnel56 taking no active part m the hostilities.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
intcrnational character.

conflict.

Article 8(2)(c)(i)-2
LV'qr

crime of mutilation

Elements
The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to mutilatior, in particular by permanently
disfrguring the pèrson o, p"rio*, or by permanentþ disabling or removing an organ or appendage.

1.

The conduct was neither justified by the medical, dental or hospital treatment of the person or
persons concetned nol carried out in such petsolt's ot persons' interests.

2.

3.

Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel or

religious persormel taking no active part in the hostilities.

4.
5.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.

6.

The perpetrator Ìvas aware of factual circurnstances that established the existence of an armed

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an arme d conflict not of an
international character.

conflict.
Article 8(2)(c)(i)-3
I4/ar crime of cruel treatment

Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more persons
!trere civilians, medical personnel, or
Such person ot persons were either hors de combat, or

religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities.

3.
4.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

conflict.

tu

The t"rm "religious persorurel" includes those non-confessional non-combatant military personnel

carrying out a similar function.
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Article 8(2)(c)(l-a
þV'ar

crime of torture

Elements

1.

The perpetrator inflicted severe physical or mental pain or suffering upon one or more

persons.
The perpetrator i¡flicted the pain or suffering for such purposes as: obtaining information or a
confession, punis-hment, intimidation or coercion or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind.

2.

Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or \vere civilians, medical personnel or
3.
religious personnel taking no active part rn the hostilihes.

4.
5.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.

6.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

conflict.

Article 8(2)(c)(ü)
Lï/ar crime of outrages upon personal dignity

Elements
1

.

The perpetrator humiliated, degraded or otherwise violated the dignity of one or more

personr."

2.

The severity of the humiliation, degradation or other violation was of such degree as to be
generally recognized as an outrage upon personal dignity.

3.

Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical personnel or
religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities.

4.
5.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status.

6.

The perpetratorwas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

conflict.

Article 8(2)(c)(¡¡ù
lí/ar crime of taking hostages
Elements

1.
2.
3.

The perpetrator seized, detained or otherwise held hostage one or more pelsons'
The perpetrator threatened to

kill, injure or continue to detain

such person or persons.

The perpehator intended to compel a State, an international organtzation, a natutal or legal
person or a group of persons to act or refrain from acting as an explicit or implicit condition for the
safety or the release ofsuch person or persons.
Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical persorurel or
4.
religious personnel taking no active part in the hostilities'

5.
6.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status'

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

For this crime, "persons" can include dead persons. It is understood that the victim need not
personally be aware of the existence of the humiliation or degradation or other violation This element
takes into account relevant aspects of the cultural background of the victim.
57
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of an armed
The perpetratoï was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence

7

conflict.

Article 8(2)(c)(iv)
í'l/,arcrimeofsentencingorexecutionwithoutdueprocess
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetratorpassed sentence or executed one or more perso"s't8

3.
4.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established this status'

personnel or
Such person or persons were either hors de combat, or were civilians, medical

religious personnel taking no active part inthe hostilities'
judgement
There was no previous judgement pronounced by a court, or the court that rendered
and
was not "regularly .orrrtitotrd", ittuiit, it dià not afford the essential guarantees ofindependence
generally
guarantees
otherjudicial
all
afford
not
did
renderedjudgement
that
impartiality, or the court
,.ågoir.d as indispensable under international law.se
of relevant
The perpetrator was aware of the absence of a previous judgement or of the denial
trial.
a
fair
to
indispensable
or
essential
are
guarantees utrà ttt. fact that they

5.

of an
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not
international character.
of an armed
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence

6.

7

.

conflict.
Article 8(2)(e)
Article 8(2)(e)o
War crime of attacking ciYilians
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator directed an attack.

The object of the attack was a civilian population as such or individual civilians not takìng
direct part rn hostrlities.
taking
The perpetrator intended the civilian population as such or individual civilians not

3.

direct part ln hostilities to be the object of the attack.

of an
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not
international character.

4.

an armed
The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of

5.
conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(iù
l[lar crime of attacking objects or persons using the distinctive ernblems of the Geneva Conventions
Elements

or other
The perpetrator attacked one or more persons, buildurgs, medical units or transports
of
method
or
other
emblem
a
distinctive
law,
international
with
objects usingf inìonformity
idðndfrcatron indicating protection under the Geneva Conventions.

1.

so using
The perpetrator intended such persons, buildings, units or transports or other objects
attack.
such identification to be the object ofthe

2.

crimlnal
The elements laid down in these documents do not address the different forms of individual
Statute'
the
of
responsibility, as enunciated in articles 25 and 28
t, Witt ,"rpéót to elements 4 and 5,the Court should consider whether, in the light of all relevant
the person or
ci¡cumstances, the cumulative effect of factors with respect to guarantees deprived
58

persons

ofa fairtrial.
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The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conllict not of an
international cll¿,acter.

3.
4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(ü)
War crime of attacking personnel or objects involyed in a humqnitarian assistance or peacekeeping
MßSrcN

Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator directed an attack.

The object of the attack was personnel, installations, material, units or vehicles involved in a
humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in accordance with the Cha¡ter of the Umted Nations.

3.

The perpetrator intended such persoritÌel, installations, material, units or vehicles so involved
to be the object of the attack.

4.

Such personnel, installations, material, units or vehicles were entitled to that protection given
to civilians or civilian objects under the international law of armed conflict.

5.
6.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual cìrcumstances that established that protection.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.
7

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(iv)
War crime of attacking protected objects6o
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator directed an allack.

The object of the attack was one or more buildings dedicated to religion, education, art,
science or charitable putposes, historic monuments, hospitals or places where the sick and wounded are
collected, which were not military objectives.

3.

The perpetrator intended such building or buildings dedicated to religion, education, art,
science or charitable pu{poses, historic monuments, hospitals or places where the sick and wounded are
collected, which were not military objectives, to be the object of the attack.

4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(v)
War crime of pillaging
Elements

1.
2.

Theperpetratorappropriatedcertainproperty.

The perpetrator intended to deprive the owner of the properly and to appropriate it for private
or personal use.6l

The presence in the locality ofpersons specially protected under the Geneva Conventions of 1949 or
of police forces retained for the sole purpose of maintaining law and order does not by itself render the
6o

locality a military objective.
6l

As indicated by the use of the term "private or personal use", appropriations justifred by military
necessity cannot constitute the crime of pillaging.
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.
4.

The appropriation was without the consent of the owner.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an arrned

3

The conduct took place
ìnternational character.

il

the context of and was assocìated with an armed conflict not of an

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(vù-1
Vf/ar

crime of rape

Elements
The perpetrator invaded62 the body ofa person by conduct resulting in penetration, however
l.
slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpehator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or
genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.

2.

The ìnvasion was committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion, such as that caused by
fear of violence, duïess, detention, psychological oppression or abuse of power, against such person or
another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive e,nvitonment, or the invasion was committed
against á p"rro., incápable ót gi rittg genuine consent.63
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
3.
international character.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict

Article 8(2)(e)(vi)-2
War crime of sexual slaverYía

Elements

1.
The perpetrator exercised any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over one
or more persons, such as by purchasing, selling, le-nding or bartering such a person or persons, or by
imposing on them a similai deprivation of liberty.65
2.

The perpetrator caused such person or persons to engage in one or more acts

ofa sexual

natuIe.

3.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(vi)-3
l[/ar crime of enforced prostitution
Elements

1.

The perpetrator caused one or more persons to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature
as that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention,

by force, or by threat offorce or coercion, such
ut
63

Th. concept of"invasion" is intended to be broad enough to be gender-neutral.
It is ¿nderstood that a person may be incapable of giving genuine consent if affected by natural,

rnduced or age-related incapacity. This fooûrote also applies to the corresponding elements in arlicle
8(2)(e)(vi)-3,5 and 6.
uo
Given the complex nature of this crime, it is recognized that its commission could involve more than
one perpetrator as a part of a common criminal purpose.
65
It is understood that such deprivation of liberly may, in some citcumstances, include exacting forced
labotu or otherwise reducing a person to servile status as defured in the Supplementary Convention on
the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery of 1956. It
is also understood that the conduct descnbed in this element includes traffrcking in persons, in
particular women and child¡en.
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psychological oppression or abuse ofpower, against such person or persons or another person, or by
iaking advantage-of a coercive environment or such person's or petsons' incapacity to give genuine
consent.

2.

The perpetrator or another person obtained or expected to obtain pecuniary or other advantage
in exchange for or in connection with the acts of a sexual nature.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

3.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

4.
conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(vl-a
War crime offorced PregnancY
Elements
The perpetrator confined one or more women forcibly made pregnant, with the intent
affecting the ethnic composition of any population or carrying out other grave violations of

l.

of

international law.
The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

2.

The perpetratorwas aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

3.
conllict.

Article 8(2)(e)(vù-5
War crime of enforced sterilization
Elements

1.
2.

The perpetrator deprived one or more persons ofbiological reproductive capacity.66

The conduct was neither justified by the medjcal or hospital treatrnent of the person or persons
concerned nor carried out with their genuine consent.6T

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
3.
international character.

4.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(vi)-6

ll'ar crime of sexuølviolence
Elements

1.

The perpetrator committed an act of a sexual nature against one or more persons or caused
such person or persons to engage in an act of a sexual nature by fotce, ot by threat of force ot coercion,
such ãs that caused by fear ofviolence, duress, detention, psychological oppression or abuse ofpower,
against such person or persons or another person, or by taking advantage of a coercive environment or
such person's or persons' incapacify to give genuìne consent.
The conduct was of a gravlty comparable to that of a serious violation of article 3 common to
the four Geneva Conventions.

2.
3.

The perpetrator was aware of the factual circumstances that established the gravity of the

conduct.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

4.

The deprivation is not intended to include birth-control measures which have a non-peÍnanent effect
in practice.
67
11 is understood that "genuine consent' does not include consent obtarned through deception.
66
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5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(viù
War crime of using, conscripting and enlisting children
Elements
The perpetrator conscripted or enlisted one or more persons into an armed force or group or
1.
used one or more persons to participate actively in hostilities.

2.
3.

Such person or persons were under the age

of

15 years.

The perpetrator knew or should have known that such person or persons were under the age

of

15 years.

4.
The conduct took place in the context ofand was associated with an arrned conflict not ofan
international character.
5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
Arricle 8(2)(e)(víii)
War crime of displacing civilians
Elements

1.
2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator ordered a displacement of a civilian population.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

Such order was not justified by the security of the civilians involved or by military necessity.
The perpetrator was in a position to effect such displacement by giving such order.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

conflict.
Article 8(2)(e)(ix)

ll/ar crime of treacherously killing or wounding
Elements

1.

The perpetrator invited the confidence or belief of on€ or more combatant adversaries that
they were entitled to, or were obliged to accord, protection under rules ofinternational law applicable
in armed conflict.

2.
3.
4.

The perpetrator intended to betray that confidence or belief.
The perpetrator killed or injured such person or persons.
The perpetrator made use of that conhdence or belief in

killing or injwing

such person or

persons.

5.
6.

Such person or persons belonged to an adverse parfy.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.
1

.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.
Article 8(2)(e)(x)
lüar crime of denying quarter
Elements

1.

The pe¡petrator declared or ordered that there shall be no survivors'
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2.

Such declaration or order was given in order to th¡eaten an adversary or to conduct hostliities

on the basis that there shall be no survivors.

3.
The perpetrator was in a position of effective command or control over the subordilate forces
to which the declaration or order was directed.
4.

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

5.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(xi)-I
W'qr crime of mutilation

Elements

1.

The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to mutilation, in particular by permanently
disfiguring the person or persons, or by permanently disabling or removing an organ or appendage.

2.

The conduct caused death or seriously endangered the physical or mental health ofsuch

person or persons.

The conduct was neither justified by the medical, dental or hospital treatment of the person or
3.
persons concerned nor carried out in such person's or persons' interest.6s

4.
5.

Such person or persons were in the power of another parfy to the conflict.

6.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.
conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(xi)-2
.War

crime of medical or scientific experiments

Elements

L
2.

The perpetrator subjected one or more persons to a medical or scientific experiment.

The experiment caused the death or seriously endangered the physical or mental health or

integrity of such person or persons.

3.

The conduct was neither justified by the medical, dental or hospital treatrnent of such person

or persons concerned nor carried out in such person's or petsons' interest.

4.
5.

Such person or persons were in the power of another parry to the conflict.

6.

The perpetrator was aware of factual circumstances that established the existence of an armed

The conduct took place in the context of and was associated with an armed conflict not of an
international character.

conflict.

Article 8(2)(e)(xit)
Vl/ar crime of destroying or seizing the enemy's property

Elements

L
2.

The perpetrator destroyed or seized certainproperty.

Suchproperfy was properry ofan adversary.

68

Consent is not a defence to this crime. The crime prohibits any medical procedure which is not
indicated by the state of health of the person concerned and which is not consistent with generally
accepted medical standards which would be applied under similar medical ci¡cumstances to persons
who are nationals of the parly conducting the procedure and who are in no way deprived of liberfy.
This fooûrote also applies to the similar element in arlicle 8(2)(e) (n)-2.
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